I. INTRODUCTION
The cooperative behavior of coupled chaotic systems has attracted considerable attention lately. Synchronization effects are observed in many physical and biological processes and they are responsible for the transition to lowdimensional attractors in systems with many degrees of freedom. Synchronization of chaos is often understood as a behavior in which two coupled systems exhibit identical chaotic oscillations ͓1,2͔. We refer to this type of synchronization as an identical synchronization ͑IS͒.
Recently, the notion of chaotic synchronization has been generalized for coupled nonidentical systems ͓3,4͔. In the case of unidirectionally coupled chaotic systems ͑master-slave configurations or systems with a skew product structure͒
Ẏ ϭG͑Y ,X ͒, ͑1b͒
generalized synchronization ͑GS͒ was taken to occur if there exists a map ⌽: X→Y that takes the trajectories of the attractor in the driving space Xϭ͕x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x d ͖ into the trajectories of the response space Y ϭ͕y 1 ,y 2 ,...,y r ͖ so that Y (t)
ϭ⌽"X(t)… and if this map does not depend upon initial conditions of the response system ͓4͔. When ⌽ differs from the identity the detection of the GS in an experiment is a difficult task. One way to recognize the GS is to construct an auxiliary response system Y Ј identical to Y , link it to the driving system X in the same way as Y is linked to X, Ẏ ЈϭG͑Y Ј,X͒,
͑2͒
and check the existence of the IS between Y and Y Ј ͓5͔. If such synchronization occurs the asymptotic dynamics of the response system is independent of its initial conditions and is completely determined by the driving system. Geometrically, this implies a collapse of the overall evolution onto a stable synchronization manifold M ϭ͕(X,Y ):⌽(X)ϭY ͖ in the full phase space of two systems X Y and so leads to a functional relationship between X and Y variables defining the GS ͓5,6͔. Unfortunately, the auxiliary system approach is of limited utility. The method fails for systems whose dynamical equations are not available. Even though the dynamical equations are known ͑e.g., in electronic circuit experiments ͓5͔͒, the auxiliary response system can be designed only with finite accuracy; it cannot be an exact copy of the original response system. An alternative approach to detect the GS is to estimate the conditional Lyapunov exponents ͑CLEs͒ ͓2͔ 1 
͑3͒
where D Y G denotes the Jacobian matrix with respect to the Y variable. The condition of GS is 1 R Ͻ0. Note that for systems with a skew product structure described by Eq. ͑1͒, the CLEs represent a part of the whole Lyapunov spectrum 1 , 2 ,..., rϩd of this system. The remainder of this spectrum consists of Lyapunov exponents
In other words, to obtain the whole spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of system ͑1͒ in usual ͑descending͒ order, 1 у 2 у••• у rϩd , the combined spectrum of the driving Lyapunov exponents and the CLEs 1
.., r R has to be resorted to in order of their numerical size. If the whole spectrum of the Lyapunov exponents is known then one can extract information about the properties of the synchronization manifold.
Depending on the properties of the map ⌽, the GS can be subdivided into two types: weak synchronization ͑WS͒ and strong synchronization ͑SS͒ ͓7͔. The WS is associated with the continuous C 0 but nonsmooth map ⌽ so that the synchro- 
where l G and l D are the largest integers for which the corresponding sums over l are non-negative. The global Lyapunov dimension is independent of the response system
If this condition is fulfilled and relations ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ are valid, we have the SS.
Note that only a finite number of Lyapunov exponents can be reliably determined from data on the attractor ͓10͔. An appropriate cutoff value for the number of exponents is related to the global Lyapunov dimension and is equal to l G ϩ1. The only exponents that are included in Eq. ͑4͒ are fundamentally important to the character of the attractor and their estimation is available from time series. In the case of WS at least a maximal CLE affects the global dimension and hence can be estimated from time series. The condition of strong synchronization 1
corresponds to the case when the global dimension d G does not depend on CLEs. Thus we cannot expect a reliable estimation of CLEs from time series above the threshold of SS. However, the CLEs can be determined just before this threshold and this suffices to estimate characteristic values of control parameters corresponding to the onset of SS.
II. ALGORITHM
Suppose that an experimental system under investigation can be simulated by Eqs. ͑1͒. We imagine that the equations are unknown, but two scalar time series x i and y i , i ϭ1,...,N, corresponding to the driving and response subsystems, respectively, are available for observation. We assume that the time interval between measurements is fixed so that x i ϭx(i) and y i ϭy(i). Below is identified with the delay time of phase-space reconstruction in step ͑a͒ of our algorithm. In principle, any choice of is acceptable in the limit of an infinite amount of data. For a small amount of data, the choice of can be based, for example, on the evaluation of mutual information ͓11͔.
Due to the unidirectional coupling the x i series does not contain any information about the response system, while the y i series does contain the information about both subsystems. Since the CLEs represent a part of the whole Lyapunov spectrum, one can expect that they can be determined by the standard algorithms ͓10,12,13͔ from y i time series. However, the CLEs may be placed far from the maximal Lyapunov exponent in the whole spectrum ordered in descending fashion, while the standard algorithms give reliable values only for a few largest exponents ͓10,12,13͔. Moreover, there is a nontrivial problem to define which exponents belong to the CLEs and which to the driving system, even though the whole spectrum of the Lyapunov exponents is reliably determined. These problems can be solved in the framework of the algorithm involving information from both scalar time series x i and y i . Here we mainly use the ideas of the algorithm proposed by Eckmann et al. ͓13͔ based on the construction of local linear maps. The mappings with a higher order of Taylor series ͓10͔ are beyond our scope. We extend the Eckmann-Kamphorst-Ruelle-Ciliberto ͑EKRC͒ algorithm for the case of two time series and adopt it for the direct estimation of the CLEs. The reliability of estimating the maximal CLE by our algorithm is comparable to that of estimating the conventional maximal Lyapunov exponent by the EKRC algorithm. A copy of the computer program implementing this algorithm can be obtained from the author.
To speed up the computation and to bring our consideration closer to a real experimental situation we present the time series x i and y i by integer numbers normed to the same maximal value M 0 so that 0рx i рM 0 and 0рy i рM 0 . Typically we take M 0 ϭ10 000 in accordance with a precision of 10 Ϫ4 . Similarly to the EKRC algorithm, our algorithm involves the following three steps: ͑a͒ reconstructing the dynamics by the time-delay method ͓14͔ and finding the neighbors of the fiducial trajectory, ͑b͒ obtaining the tangent maps by a least-squares fit, and ͑c͒ deducing the CLEs from the tangent maps. Now we consider these steps in detail.
͑a͒ We choose different embedding dimensions E x and E y for the driving and response systems and define (E x ϩE y )-dimensional vectors
for iϭi 0 ϵmax(E x ,E y ), i 0 ϩ1,...,N, to construct the dynamics of the fiducial trajectory in the whole X Y phase space. In view of step ͑b͒ we have to determine the neighbors of R i , i.e., the points R j of the orbit that are contained in a ball of small radius ⑀ i centered at R i ,
Here ʈ ʈ implies the maximal projection of the vector rather than the Euclidean norm. This allows a fast search for the R j by first sorting the data ͓13͔. Denote by J i the number of neighbors R j of R i within a distance ⑀ i , as determined by Eq. ͑7͒. Clearly, J i depends on ⑀ i . In ͑b͒ we discuss the choice of these parameters for every i. ͑b͒ Having embedded our dynamical system, we want to determine the tangent map that describes how the time evolution sends small vectors around R i ϭ͕X i ,Y i ͖ to small vectors around Y iϩm . This problem can be considered in the phase space of reduced dimension ͓13͔. Following Ref. ͓10͔, we introduce the local dimensions L x рE x and L y рE y that reflect the number of dimensions necessary to capture the geometry of a small neighborhood of the attractor after it has been successfully embedded ͑i.e., the time-delay representation is diffeomorphic to the original attractor͒. Dimensions L x and L y are used for constructing the local maps and correspond to the number of Lyapunov exponents of the driving system and CLEs, respectively, produced by algorithm. The transition from embedding dimensions to local dimensions is performed similarly to that in Ref. ͓13͔. We drop the intermediate components in Eq. ͑6͒ and define the L x -dimensional X i and L y -dimensional Y i vectors as
The dimensions L x рE x and L y рE y are determined by equalities E x ϭ(L x Ϫ1)mϩ1 and E y ϭ(L y Ϫ1)mϩ1, which we assume to hold for some integer mу1. The case mϭ1 corresponds to L x ϭE x , L y ϭE y . When mϾ1 the dimension of the tangent map is reduced with respect to the embedding dimension and this can help to avoid the spurious Lyapunov exponents ͓13͔.
The tangent map is defined by two matrices A i and B i , which are obtained by looking for neighbors R j of R i and imposing
A i is the rectangular L y ϫL x matrix and B i is the square L y ϫL y matrix, which in view of Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒ have the form
where ʈ ʈ Euc 2 denotes the square of the Euclidean norm of the vector. This problem reduces to a set of L x ϩL y linear equations with respect to L x ϩL y unknowns a k i ,b k i , which we solve by the LU decomposition algorithm ͓15͔. Obviously, this algorithm fails if the number of neighbors R j of the fiducial point R i is less than the number of unknowns, J i ϽL x ϩL y . To avoid this problem the radius ⑀ i has to be chosen to be sufficiently large. For the specific examples discussed below we have selected ⑀ i and J i as follows. Count the number of neighbors J i of R i corresponding to increasing values of ⑀ i from a preselected sequence of possible values and stop when J i exceeds for the first time J min ϭ2(L x ϩL y ).
To speed up the calculations we also stop the search for the neighbors when for given ⑀ i the number of neighbors exceeds some maximal value J max ϭ40. Thus, for every i, J i is in the interval ͓J min ,J max ͔. 
where KϽ(NϪi 0 )/m is the available number of matrices and (Q l ) nn is the diagonal element of the matrix Q l . Note that in final step we do not require a knowledge of the matrix A i . However, the use of this matrix in step ͑b͒ is necessary in order to determine correctly the tangent map ͑9͒ and hence the matrix B i defining the CLEs. Now we illustrate our algorithm with two specific examples.
III. EXAMPLES A. Coupled Hénon maps
The first example represents two identical unidirectionally coupled Hénon ͓16͔ maps
where f ͓x 1 ,x 2 ͔ϭ1Ϫax 1 2 ϩx 2 , aϭ1.4, bϭ0.3, and k is the control parameter defining the coupling strength. At any k, this system has an invariant manifold Y ϭX and hence admits the IS, which in this case is equivalent to the SS. The IS appears when the manifold Y ϭX becomes stable. This happens when k exceeds some threshold kϾk 3 Ϸ0.34 so that the transverse Lyapunov exponents of the manifold Y ϭX become negative. Before reaching this threshold, the system exhibits the GS in the form of WS. This is observed in the interval of parameter k͓k 1 ,k 2 ͔, with k 1 Ϸ0.16 and k 2 Ϸ0.20. Here the maximal CLE is negative, while the maximal transverse Lyapunov exponent of the identity manifold Y ϭX is positive. This means that systems Y and Y Ј ͓here by Y Ј we imply the auxiliary response system constructed in accordance with Eq. ͑10b͔͒ are synchronized in the sense of IS and there is no IS between X and Y .
To test the algorithm two scalar time series x 1 (i) and y 1 (i) were treated as experimental data. The results presented in Table I correspond to a fixed value kϭ0.1 and different values of local dimensions L x and L y . For comparison, we calculated the correct values of CLEs 1 R Ϸ0.227 and 56 5185 CONDITIONAL LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS FROM TIME SERIES 2 R ϷϪ1.537 (kϭ0.1) using Eqs. ͑10͒. For any L x у2 and L y у2, the algorithm gives two CLEs close to these correct values. If L y is chosen correctly ͓i.e., equal to the dimension of the response system ͑10b͒ L y ϭrϭ2͔ we obtain the right number of CLEs whose values weakly depend on L x provided L x у2. For L y Ͼ2, the algorithm gives spurious CLEs in parallel with valid CLEs.
One way of identifying spurious exponents is to analyze the influence of external noise ͓10͔. This is illustrated in Fig.  1 . We have added Gaussian white noise to the data points with the standard deviation . In Fig. 1͑a͒ we have used L x ϭL y ϭ2, while in Fig. 1͑b͒ we used L x ϭL y ϭ3, which gives one spurious CLE. The spurious CLE in Fig. 1͑b͒ drops rapidly as the added noise is increased, going from ϩ0.7 down to Ϫ0.9. Figure 2 shows a correlation between the dependence of CLEs on the coupling strength k estimated from time series with that calculated directly from Eqs. ͑10͒. Good agreement, especially for the maximal CLE, is observed for k Ͻk 3 . For kϾk 3 , we have the SS with identical time series y 1 (i)ϭx 1 (i) and the algorithm fails. This is in agreement with the general prediction that CLEs cannot be reliably estimated from time series in the domain of SS. However, the algorithm gives the correct values of the maximal CLE in the immediate vicinity of the threshold kՇk 3 .
B. Coupled Rössler and Lorenz systems
As a second example we choose the model considered in Ref. ͓7͔, which illustrates the GS in essentially different time-continuous systems. It represents unidirectionally coupled Rössler ͓17͔ and Lorenz ͓18͔ equations
Here Eqs. ͑11a͒ and ͑11b͒ correspond to the Rössler ͑driv-ing͒ and the Lorenz ͑response͒ system, respectively. The multiplier ␣ϭ6 is introduced to control the time scale of the driving system. The last term in Eq. ͑11b͒ describes the coupling, where k is the coupling strength. Despite the lack of any symmetry admitting the IS, this system exhibits the GS ͓7͔. Table I . is the standard deviation of noise added to the data. Local dimensions are ͑a͒ L x ϭL y ϭ2 and ͑b͒ L x ϭL y ϭ3. The spurious exponent wanders from about ϩ0.7 to nearly Ϫ0.9 as the noise level is increased. The exponents do not cross each other, but switch roles as they become close. The correct values of the CLEs are shown by dotted lines. When testing the algorithm, the variables x 1 (t) and y 1 (t) were treated as experimentally available outputs. In Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒, the calculated maximal CLE and the global Lyapunov dimension, respectively, are shown as functions of coupling strength k. For comparison, the same characteristics determined directly from Eqs. ͑11͒ are presented. Good agreement of corresponding characteristics is observed in a large interval of coupling strengths. These results allow us to estimate both the threshold of GS and the smoothness of the synchronization manifold. The threshold of GS is obtained from In addition to the examples presented we used the algorithm for real experimental data taken from coupled electronic chaos oscillators and successfully obtained the domain of GS as well as properties of synchronization manifold ͓19͔.
FIG. 1. Effect of external noise on the determination of CLEs for coupled Hénon maps at the same values of parameters as in

IV. CONCLUSION
An algorithm for estimating conditional Lyapunov exponents from two scalar time series, one taken from the driving X and the other from the response Y , system, is suggested. This analysis of experimental data enables one to detect the generalized synchronization in unidirectionally coupled chaotic systems. As a consequence, one can predict ͑without recourse to an experimental auxiliary response system͒ whether an identical copy Y Ј of the response system connected to the driving system X will exhibit a behavior identical to the original response system Y . In the domain of generalized synchronization, one can estimate the smoothness of the synchronization manifold. This estimate is based on a comparison of the global Lyapunov dimension with the dimension of the driving attractor.
